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ABSTRACT of

Geologic mapping of the Poison Ridge intrusive center

located in the Rabbit Ears Range in Grand County, Colorado

shows a composite stock of quartz latite porphyry with a

core of hornblende monzonite porphyry intruding the Kiddle

Park Formation of late Cretaceous to early Tertiary age.

Dikes of a latite porphyry unit intrude the stock at depth

and are not seen at the surface. A well-developed radial

dike system composed of latite and quartz latite porphyry

dikes is focused on the stock. The Middle Park Formation

is overlain by Oligocene-Miocene Rabbit Ears Volcanics

which are also cut by dikes and sills that are related to

the stock.

Geochemical anomalies related to the stock are well-

defined and a strong magnetic anomaly is also present over

the stock. Alteration zones show a roughly concentric

pattern around the stock with associated mineralization

dominantly in the form of disseminated chalcopyrite and

minor molybdenite. Pb-Zn-Mn veins in the Middle Park For

mation are found away from the stock. Drilling programs are

currently attempting to outline the economic copper ore.

The stock lies at the west end of an E-'M lineament

that contains three other intrusive centers that also show

anomalous amounts of trace elements. Other intrusive cen

ters may lie under the Rabbit Ears Volcanics to the west.
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GEOGRAPHY

The Poison Ridge intrusive center is located on the

south side of the Continental Divide in Grand County, Colo

rado, nearly 20 miles north-northeast of Kremmling and 9

miles south-southwest of Rand. It is part of the Rabbit

Ears Range which separates North and Kiddle Parks (Figure

1).

The immediate area is unsurveyed, but is in the Hyan-

nis Peak and Parkview Mountain 7»5* U.S.G.S. Quadrangles.

The area is easily reached from Rand by traveling south

along Colorado State Highway 125 "to Forest Service Road

2038 which follows V/illow Creek, and then taking Forest

Service Road 20^2 to the Continental Divide at the east

end of Poison Ridge. Within the area, a network of roads

makes access to the center quite easy.

Sheep Creek flows southwestward across the center of

the intrusion at an elev9.tion of 9»700 feet and joins

Troublesome Creek about one mile downstream. Elevations

in the mapped area range from9»000-to 11,400-feet within

a distance of less than two miles. The area is covered by

thick pine, fir, and spruce stands at lower elevations and

rocky tundra on the higher slopes along the Continental

Divide and on Sheep Mountain.

Precipitation in the area is dominantly in the form of

snow during the winter months. Snow prohibits access and

field work during much of the year. Late Kay through Get-
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ob^r is usually available for field work. Thunderstorms

of short duration and rather high intensity occur occasion

ally throughout the summer months. Temperatures range from

below zero in the winter to as high as 70°F in the summer.
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1  REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK

The geology of Iiliddle Park, North Park, and the Rabbit

Ears Range has been studied primarily in general recon-

naisance surveys, as thesis problems, and by members of

the U.S. Geological Survey. The earliest general refer

ences to the regional geology are by Karvine (18?^) and

Grout and others (I9I3). More detailed descriptions of the

rocks and geology are included in the work of Tweto(1957)»

Izett, Taylor, and Hoover (I963)* Richards (19^1); Tollef-

son (1956); Izett (1966); and others.

The only reference specifically discussing the Poison

Ridge intrusion is a U.S. Geological Survey Circular by

Kinney and others (I968). In this reference, the authors

describe the general characteristics of the intrusion, re

port on some preliminary geochemical results, and suggest

that a more detailed study is warranted. A regional map

ping program of the Rabbit Ears Range is being conducted

by Kinney. The results of this study are to be published

soon and should add more information about the sedimentary,

intrusive, and extrusive rocks of the region.
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GEOLOGIC SETTING

The Poison Ridge area is a part of a large, tectonic

intermontane basin that includes North and Kiddle Parks.

The basin formed during latest Cretaceous and earliest

Tertiary times as a feature of the Laramide orogeny. It

is bounded on the west by the Park and Gore Ranges and on

the east by the Front Range (Figure 2). Sediments filling

the basin were derived from the highlands on the east and

west and from several volcanic centers on the west side of

the Front Range. These deposits constitute the Kiddle

Park Formation of latest Cretaceous (?), Paleocene, and

Eocene age (Izett, I968) into which the Poison Ridge stock

was intruded. Although the Kiddle Park Formation is the

only sedimentary unit exposed in the thesis area, it is

known to lie unconformably on the Upper Cretaceous Pierre

Shale as sho^ by exposures found 8 miles southwest of

Poison Ridge (Kinney and others, I968 and Tweto, 1957).

Following deposition of the Kiddle Park Formation, the

region was folded and faulted by younger Laramide orogenic

activity late in the Paleocene. Erosion during Eocene time

was followed by Oligocene and Kiocene volcanism (Izett,

1966). One of the resulting volcanic fields built up during

this episode nov/ constitutes the upper portions of the

Rabbit Ears Range and unconformably overlies the Kiddle Park

Formation. The extrusive rocks of the field are referred

to as the Rabbit Ears Volcanics and are up to I5OO feet

i
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"thick (Izeti;* I966 and Hail, 1968)« They occur in a

rough semi-circle around the Poison Ridge center. Figure

3 shows the spatial relationship of the volcanics to the

stock and older rocks. Following this period of generally

silicic intrusive and extrusive activity. Pliocene "basalt

plugs and flows were emplaced (Kinney and others, I968).

Two such basalt plugs crop out near the west edge of the

thesis area on Poison Ridge (see Plate I).
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LITHOLOGY

Pre-Tertiarv Rocks

No rocks older than the Middle Park Formation crop

out in the thesis area. However, the sedimentary unit im

mediately below the late Cretaceous-Tertiary Kiddle Park

Formation is most probably the Pierre Shale of late Cre

taceous age. Kinney and others (I968) state that the

Middle Park lies unconformably on the Pierre Shale and that

the contact is exposed about 8 miles southwest of Poison

Ridge. Other supporting evidence is presented by Hail

(1968). His mapping indicates that the Pierre Shale crops

out over a large portion of the southeastern quarter of

the Whitley Peak 7.5* Quadrangle only 6 miles west of the

stock at Poison Ridge. Hail (I968), Tweto (1957)» and

Izett (1968) include detailed descriptions of the Pierre

Shale in their works. Briefly, the Pierre Shale has been

divided into two units. The lower member is dominantly

dark gray, marine shale with a maximum thickness of 2400*

(Hail, 1968). The upper sandy member of the Pierre is

mainly a sequence of interbedded marine sandstone^ shale,

and siltstone with a thickness up to 3OOO* , Hail shows

the Pierre Shale thickening to the east (tov/ards the thesis

area) to a maximum of ̂ 5000 feet. Thus, the Kiddle Park

Formation at Poison Ridge is most probably underlain by

at least several thousand feet of Pierre Shale and also

possibly by older units which include the Cretaceous Da-
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kota, Benton, and Niobrara Formations and the Jurassic

Sundance and Morrison Formations. The total thickness of

these older units is probably less than 3000 feet (Kail,

1968).

Tertiary Sedimentary and Volcanic Rocks

Middle Park Formation. The Kiddle Park Formation of

Late Cretaceous-Paleocene-Eocene age (Kinney and others,

1968) is the only sedimentary unit exposed in the immediate

area of the Poison Ridge intrusive center. Alteration of

the Kiddle Park Formiation is very intense within 2000 feet

of the stock and adjacent to dikes much farther from the

intrusive center. Unaltered Kiddle Park Formation can be

found in tributaries of Sheep Creek on the north flanks

of Sheep Mountain and in saddles betv/een dikes crossing the

crest of ridges. The base of the Kiddle Park Formation is

not exposed in the area. Because of no exposed base, the

lack of consistent exposures, the intense alteration, very

numerous dikes and sills, and the intense fracturing and

faulting, a complete stratigraphic section of the Kiddle

Park Formiation could not be measured. However, three gen

eral fades of the formation can be recognized in the field

and will be the basis for the following lithologic descrip

tions. Figure ^ is a simplified columnar section of the

portion of the Middle Park that is exposed in the area.

The three units in the Middle Park Formation are (1) a

lower unit consisting of rounded quartz pebble conglomierate
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and coarse-grained arkosic sandstone? (2) a middle unit

of dominantly gray to "black, massive claystones and mud-

stones; and (3) an upper unit of interbedded coarse-grained

arkosic sandstone, fine- to medium-grained quartzose sand

stone, and gray, massive siltstone.

Thicknesses of 5000- to 6000-feet for the ^.iddle Park

Formation in the Hot Sulphur Springs area of Kiddle Park

and detailed lithologic descriptions are given "by Izett

(1968) as a part of his study of the Hot Sulphur Springs 15'

Quadrangle v/hich lies southeast of the thesis area. The

thickness of the Middle Park that is exposed near the intru

sion is approximately I50O feet, "but the base is not ex

posed.

Izett (p. 22, 1968) states that the lower part of the

Middle Park Formation may possibly be late Cretaceous in

age. Neither detailed stratigraphic correlations nor fos

sil evidence is available to date the Middle Park Formation

adjacent to the intrusion. As described earlier, the Kid

dle Park Formation is composed of generally coarse, inter-

montane basin-fill deposits that were form.ed in the southern

part of a north-trending structural basin that included

North and Middle Parks. Correlative rocks with the Middle

Park Form.ation that occur in the North Park basin (north

of the Rabbit Ears Range) are named the Coalmont Formation

(Izett, 1968 and Hail, I968).

The lov/erm.ost unit of coarse sandstone and conglomerate
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is lexposed in Sheep Creek about t-mile above the intrusion

and in the vicinity of map coordinates I5OOE and 36OON to

I5OOE and 66OON. The exposed thickness of this unit is

betv/een 200 and 250 feet. The topographic expression of

this lower unit is very poor. Exposures of the lov/er unit

are found only in readouts and drill-site excavations and

the unit was not observed in drill cores that encountered

the Kiddle Park Formation.

The conglomerate of the lower unit is light brown when

unaltered and yellow to reddish-brov/n when altered near the

intrusion. It contains extremely well-rounded pebbles of

quartz, dark gray to light green porphyritic-aphanitic

volcanic fragments, and pink granitic rock fragments. Peb

bles range in size from 6- to 25-mm. The matrix is a very

coarse-grained arkosic sandstone and contains much musco-

vite. Cementation in the conglomerate is poor and is a

mixture of clay-sized material and silica. The gray, very

coarse-grained, lithic arkosic sandstone of the lov/er unit

contains subangular fragments of pink granite, numerous

muscovite flakes, and rounded volcanic fragments. Grains

are poorly cemented by calcite and minor silica. The pebble

conglomerate and the arkosic sandstone are both thickly

bedded and extremely poorly sorted.

The middle unit occurs throughout m,ost of the area and

has a thickness of approximately 800 feet. The best expo

sures of this unit are on the flanks of Sheep P.ountain
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whdre the topographic expression of the unit is a series

of 5- to 50-foot high cliffs. The color of the middle unit

in outcrop, handspecimen, and in drill core samples is very

dark gray to dark hrovm. The middle unit is dominantly a

massive mudstone and has interbedded fine- to coarse-grained

arkosic sandstones up to 50-feet thick irregularly distri

buted in it.

Alteration and mineralization of the very fine-grained

middle unit causes more profound changes in its character

than in the coarser units of the Middle Park Formation.

The most common rock in the middle unit is gray, green, or

black, massive, micaceous mudstone. Locally, this unit

becomes sandy and is best described as a thick-bedded to

massive, cliff-forming, siliceous siltstone to sandy mud

stone. Occasional beds of medium- to coarse-grained arko

sic sandstone are irregularly interbedded in the middle

unit. Cementation in this unit is much better than that in

the lov/er and upper units and is predominantly silica.

Fragments of Middle Park Formation that were found in the

drill cores are apparently almost exclusively part of the

very fine-grained middle unit.

The uppermost unit is about 5OO feet thick and is

characterized by a wide variety of interbedded sedimentary

rocks. The unit crops out along many of the ridge crests

in the area and is best observed along the Continental Di

vide north of coordinate 78OOK (Plate I). In this area, the
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contact of the Middle Park Formation and the overlying

Rabbit Ears Volcanics is exposed. Both formations are gen

erally flat-lying, and the contact is unconformable v/ith

erosional relief in the upper Middle Park as much as 20-

feet.

The wide variety of interbedded rocks in the upper

unit includes gray to tan, poorly-sorted, poorly-bedded

micaceous siltstonesj brov/n to green, fine- to m.edium;-

grained arkosic sandstones v/ith numerous pink granite and

feldspar fragments up to 4-mm diameterj and a tan, m.oderate-

ly-sorted, very poorly-cemented, coarse-grained quartzose

sandstone.

Rabbit Ears Volcanics. Flov/s and pyroclastic volcanic

rocks of the Rabbit Ears Volcanics overlie the Middle Park

Formation and crop out in the western part of the study

area. The age of the Rabbit Ears Volcanics is reported to

be Oligocene and Miocene (?) by Izett (I966). The volcanic

rocks exhibit a very wide variety of thickness in areas

outside of the thesis area. Izett (p.30, I968) cites thick

nesses betv/een 100- and 800-feet in Middle Park to the south

of the thesis area and notes a tendency of the Rabbit Ears

Volcanics to thicken northv/ard (tov/ards the Rabbit Ears

Range). Inconsistent exposures v/ithin the area prevent

measuring a detailed stratigraphic section except for a

short distance immediately above the Middle Park Formation-

Rabbit Ears Volcanics contact. V/est of the thesis area
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along the Continental Divide a very thick section (approx

imately 1000 feet) of the Rabbit Ears Volcanics is exposed

in rugged cliffs.

In the thesis area, very poor exposures of the lower

Rabbit Ears Volcanics give an incomplete picture of the

formation. However, the unconformable contact between the

Middle Park Formation and the Rabbit Ears Volcanics is ex

posed along the Continental Divide on Poison Ridge. The

Rabbit Ears v/as deposited on an eroded surface v;ith up to

20 feet of relief within distances of only a few hundred

feet. At the contact, the Middle Park is essentially flat-

lying, tan to gray, coarse-grained, poorly-sorted, musco-

vite-bearing, quartzose sandstone. Immediately above this,

the lowermost exposed member of the Rabbit Ears Volcanics

is a 20-foot thick, dark brown, monolithologic, dacitic

flow breccia with subangular fragments of dacite up to

several inches in diameter set in a groundmass of the same

material. A 10-foot thick, gray to tan, rhyolitic tuff

breccia'v/ith a light gray matrix of tuffaceous glass, sani-

dine, and quartz crystals, and breccia fragments 9f gray to

black pumice up to I5 mm diameter lies on the flow breccia.

Above the tuff breccia is a 5-foot thick, light tan to

white, unwelded, rhyolite ash-flov; tuff. The tuff contains

occasional gray pumice fragments to 2-cm in diameter and

occasional dark lithic fragments less than 5-mm diameter.

A similar tuffaceous unit of unknown thickness is poorly
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exposed near the Kiddle Park-Rabbit Ears contact along the

road v/est of Sheep Creek about 1000 feet above its con

fluence with Troublesome Creek. Izett (I966) states that

lava flov/s of silicic to intermediate composition also

occur in the Rabbit Ears Volcanics, but these were not found

in the area possibly because of the relatively few and poor

exposures of the volcanic rocks. Latite porphyry and quartz

latite porphyry dikes and sills cut the Rabbit Ears Volcan

ics.

Izett (1966) gives a 33-3 million year K-Ar age for a

sanidine fragment from a rhyolite welded tuff breccia of

the Rabbit Ears Volcanics. This Oligocene age is inter

preted as a maximum, and stratigraphic relations in other

areas indicate that the Rabbit Ears Volcanics may be as

young as Miocene (Izett, I966). Since the Rabbit Ears

Volcanics are cut by numerous dikes and sills that are re

lated to the stock, the stock postdates at least the lower

portions of the Rabbit Ears Volcanics that are exposed in

the area and can be no older than Oligocene.

Tertiarv Intrusive Rocks ^

The intrusive rocks comprising the stock and dike

system are probably of Oligocene age (Kinney and others,

1968). The oldest major intrusive rock occurs in both the

stock and many of the radial dikes and is designated the

quartz latite porphyry (Tqlp). A core of hornblende mon-

zonite porphyry (Thp) comprises the central portion of the
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stock and apparently cuts the quartz latite porphyry.

The hornblende monzonite porphyry may in turn be older than

latite porphyry dikes (Tip) that occur in the thesis area.

The latite porphyry dikes are contemporaneous with or

slightly later than the main phase of alteration and min

eralization, but are not responsible for the mineralization.

Another intrusive rock, not exposed at the surface and

known only from drilling results, is the '•29-green" latite

porphyry (designated Tgrn in the cross sections — Plate II).

Other intrusive rocks with limited occurrences that will be

described in the following sections include homblendite,

granite pegmatite, and basalt.

Alteration and chilling effects in the dikes cause

great variety within each of the above intrusive units and

makes the already varied igneous assemblage appear even more

diverse. The common characteristics of each rock type
/

are sometimes discernible only with the microscope and oc

casionally are completely obscured by the very intense al

teration near and within the stock.

Quartz Latite Forrhvrv (Tain). The quartz latite porph

yry is the major intrusive rock in the study area. The

unit has been called the Poison Porphyry and Radial Moun

tain- type porphyry, and when severely altered the Red and

White Porphyry in unpublished reports and maps.

The quartz latite porphyry is the oldest of the the

intrusive rocks, but is younger than some of the Rabbit
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erally scarce except in roadcuts, trenches, and drill

sites. The quartz latite porphyry in the stock is expres

sed topographically as a prominent break in slope in the

valley of Sheep Creek at the Middle Park-stock contact.

Topographic expression is useful in tracing the extent of

dikes in the field and following covered contacts of the

stock.

Megascopically, fresh quartz latite porphyry is a

gray to greenish-gray, porphyritic-aphanitic, hornblende-

biotite quartz latite porphyry. Phenocrysts of euhedral,

zoned plagioclase (oligoclase-andesine) and pink, euhedral

orthoclase range in size from 2- to 20-mm in length, with

lesser amounts of biotite (<3 mm), and dark green horn

blende (3- to 8-ram). Occasional subhedral quartz pheno

crysts (<5 mm) and numerous lithic fragments are also

present. The aphanitic groundm.ass is gray to greenish-

gray and the/ratio of groundmass to phenocrysts in the

quartz latite porphyry is about 1:1. Lithic fragments are

quite variable in both size and composition. They range in

size from 5 inm to over 25 mm in diameter and tend to be

well-rounded. The composition of the lithic fragments com

monly is rhyolite porphyry, andesite, biotite-quartz gneiss,

or granitic. A photograph of a handspecimen of fresh quartz

latite porphyry is shown in Figure 5. Recognition of the

quartz latite porphyry in the field is most reliably done

by the occurrence of lithic fragments, exceptionally large
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ph^nocrysts of orthoclase and distinctly smaller pheno-

crysts of plagioclase, and a light colored groundmass

rather than the dark gray or black groundmass of the la-

tite porphyry (Tip). Generally, the quartz latite por

phyry is altered to varying degrees in the area whereas the

latite porphyry is unaltered.

In thin-section, quartz latite porphyry is a holocrys-

talline porphyritic-aphanitic rock with a microcrystalline

groundmass of quartz and feldspar and phenocrysts of sub-

hedral quartz from 1 mm to 2 mm, euhedral magnetite, bio-

tite, hornblende, plagioclase of oligoclase-andesine com

position, orthoclase, and rare perthite. Kinney and others

(1968) describe the texture as a seriate porphyry, but this

is more often an exception rather than the rule and was not

observed in fresh quartz latite porphyry in which the tex

ture v/as distinctly hiatal. Alteration causes profound

changes in the texture and composition of quartz latite

porphyry, particularly within the stock. Alteration and

mineralization effects will be described in a subsequent

chapter.

Hornblende Konzonite Porphyry (The). The hornblende

monzonite porphyry crops out only in the central portion

of the stock in lev/ cliffs next to Sheep Creek on the south

east side of the valley. It appears to cut the quartz

latite porphyry and forms the central core of the stock.

Since it is probably younger than the quartz latite porph-

k„
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yry\ and is severely altered it is possibly older than the

generally fresh latite porphyry. The hornblende monzonite

porphyry was not found in dikes in the thesis area, but

fragments of this unit were found in the talus on slopes

between Sheep Kountain and the Continental Divide. This

indicates that the hornblende monzonite porphyry may have

a larger occurrence than that shown on the geologic m.ap.

Field identification is characterized by the occur

rence of large fresh hornblende phenocrysts up to 10 mm

in length in a light gray, very fine-grained, porphyritic-

microphaneritic groundmass of quartz, feldspar, and biotite.

Lineation of the hornblende phenocrysts is observable in

one outcrop near the north edge of the stock. Large,

nearly unaltered phenocrysts of orthoclase up to 10 mm, ser-

icitized plagioclase between 2- and 10-mm in length, and

1:1 clots of biotite up to 5nim are the only other pheno

crysts in addition to hornblende. Kegascopically, the

rock is gray, holocrystalline, porphyritic-microphaneritic,

biotite-plagioclase-orthoclase hornblende monzonite porphyry.

The hornblende monzonite porphyry has a distinctive recog

nizable fine-grained, equigranular, holocrystalline ground-

mass that is coarser than the groundmass of either quartz

latite porphyry or latite porphyry.

Latite Pornhyry (Tip). The latite porphyry is exposed

in dikes cutting the Kiddle Park Formation and as dikes

and sills in the Rabbit Ears Volcanics. Latite porphyry
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does not occur in the stock v/here it is exposed at the

surface. The age of latite porphyry is younger than the

quartz latite porphyry and hornblendite units, which it cuts,

and is possibly younger than the hornblende monzonite por

phyry, although definite cross-cutting relationships have

not been found. Age relations of the latite porphyry

with the "29-green" latite porphyry which is found only at

depth in drill cores, the granitic pegmatite of Sheep foun

tain, and the basalt plugs on Poison Ridge are all uncer

tain.

Alteration of the latite porphyry varies from nil to

weak. When the latite porphyry is found as dikes in the

Middle Park Formation near altered quartz latite porphyry

dikes, the latite porphyry is characteristically much less

altered or even fresh. Dikes of latite porphyry show a

radiating pattern similar to dikes of quartz latite porphy

ry, but the latite porphyry is the only intrusive unit that

occurs as sills in the thesis area (most commonly in the

Rabbit Ears Volcanics).

The textures and composition of the latite porphyry

are characterized by great variability. Latite porphyry

was always observed to be po/'phyritic-aphanitic, v/ith the

only phenocrysts being plagioclase (oligoclase) between

2- and 10-mm. The groundmass is microcrystalline inter-

grov/ths of quartz and k-feldspar. The lack of large ortho-

clase phenocrysts, the relative freshness of the rock, and
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less quartz distinguishes the latite porphyry from the

quartz latite porphyry. Latite porphyry varies from light

gray or greenish-gray to dark gray-black with large light-

colored phenocrysts of plagioclase. Composition varies from

latite to dacite. The texture is holocrystalline, seriate

to hiatal, porphyritic-aphanitic, hornblende-biotite-plagio-

clase latite to dacite porphyry. The latite porphyry does

not reflect the zonal alteration pattern exhibited in the

quartz latite porphyry dikes and the sediments of the Middle

Park Formation, although alteration of v/eak intensity, pos

sibly deuteric, locally does affect the latite .porphyry.

«'29-green" Latite Pornhvrv (Tgrn). The "29-green"

latite porphyry is found only in dikes cutting the quartz

latite porphyry in drill cores (Plate II) and was not ob

served in outcrops or as float at the surface. "29-green"

latite porphyry is always a severely altered rock and occurs

in the drill cores as dikes with an apparent thickness of

up to 100 feet.

Kegascopically, the "29-green" porphyry is a severely

altered, light greenish-gray to white, porphyritic-aphani

tic to m.icrophaneritic, sericitized, chlorite-pyrite latite

porphyry. Thin-sections show that the original rock, al

though now obscured by the intense alteration, v/as porphy

ritic-aphanitic with phenocrysts of plagioclase, orthoclase,

quartz, and pyroxene (perhaps augite). Alteration minerals,

in order of decreasing abundance, include sericite, pyrite.
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chlorite, epidote, quartz, and allanite.
i

Because of the limited occurrences, the age-relation-

ships of ••29-green" are only partly certain. The "29-

green" latite porphyry is definitely younger than the quartz

latite porphyry which it cuts and may be younger than the

hornblende monzonite porphyry. The writer believes that

"29-green" latite porphyry is in turn older than the latite

porphyry because of the distinctive differences in altera

tion, trace-element assemblage, and the mode of occurrence

of each rock unit.

Hornblendite, granitic pegmatite dike, and basalt plugs.

These three rock units have the most limited occurrences

and uncertain geologic relationships of the intrusive rocks

in the area.

Near the summit of Sheep Mountain, large fragments of

the contact between a hornblendite and the latite porphyry

can be found,' but the outcrop of the hornblendite is not

exposed. The hornblendite is a black, holocrystalline, very

coarse-grained, ophitic, plagioclase-bearing hornblendite

with approximately hornblende and 10% plagioclase (an-

desine). The hornblendite is definitely older than the

latite porphyry since fragments of the hornblendite are

found in the latite porphyry near the contact and the plagio

clase phenocrysts in the latite porphyry become oriented

parallel to the contact with the hornblendite. Other age

relationships with intrusive rocks are uncertain. The

fei. .
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extent and origin of the hornblendite is unknown, but the

limited ground magnetic anomaly that may be associated with

the hornblendite on Sheep Mountain and the occurrence of

the rock only in talus on Sheep Mountain suggests that the

hornblendite has a very limited extent.

Approximately halfway between the summit of Sheep

Mountain and the Continental Divide is a granitic dike that

is several feet wide and less than 5OO feet in length. It

is a white to tan, very coarse-grained, holocrystalline,

pegmatitic, granophyric orthoclase-quartz granite dike with

quartz and orthoclase in approximately equal amounts and

with minor magnetite and biotite. The age of the dike is

unknown, and although there is no definite field evidence

available, the writer believes that this rock is possibly

one of the earliest intrusive rocks in the area. Kinney

and others (I968) and Izett (I966) suggest a general ten

dency on a regional scale for the volcanism producing the

Rabbit Ears Volcanics to have changed from silicic to ba

saltic.' This sequence can perhaps be seen in the study

area by the tentative early granite dike, the intermediate

composition stock and dike rocks (quartz latite porphyry,

hornblende monzonite porphyry, latite to dacite porphyry,

and "29-green" latite porphyry), and finally the late ba

salt plugs that are described belov/.

Near the center of the northern edge of the thesis

area are located tv/o basaltic plugs or necks (Plate I).
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They are less than 200 feet in diameter and crop out through

the Rabbit Ears Volcanics several hundred feet above the

Middle Park Formation-Rabbit Ears Volcanics contact. The

Rabbit Ears Volcanics immediately adjacent to the basalt

plugs is a dacitic flow breccia similar to that exposed

near the Kiddle Park contact. The basalt is a black to

dark brown, microphaneritic to aphanitic basalt. Kinney and

others (I968) mapped the two plugs as trachybasalt (v/ith

>10^ potassium feldspar). The plugs have a very pronounced

topographic expression and at least two more plugs can be

seen outside the area to the northwest along the Continental

Divide. As discussed earlier, the plugs may be the latest

unit in the intrusive sequence at the Poison Ridge center.

Kinney and others (I968) suggest that the basalt plugs may

be as young as Pliocene•
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STRUCTURS

Regional Setting

The regional setting of the Poison Ridge stock has

been described in an earlier chapter. The influence of

regional structures in the Rabbit Ears Range on the loca

tion of the stock at Poison Ridge and other stocks in the

Rabbit Ears Range j the spatial relationships of the asso

ciated extrusive volcanic rocks; and the localization of the

stock and radial dike system are illustrated in Figures 2,

3» and 6. Figure 2 is a simplified regional geologic map.

In this figure, the geologic location of the area with re

spect to the Park and Gore Ranges, North and Middle Parks,

etc. can be seen on a regional scale. Figure 3 shows a

more detailed map of the distribution of the extrusive vol

canic rocks and the location of the stock. In Figure 6,

the excellent alignment of four intrusions in the E-V/

Rabbit Ears Range illustrates that regional structures, per

haps basement faults of Laramide age, have influenced the

location of the stocks. A prominent northwesterly-trending

topographic lineament is also shown in Figure 6. The loca

tion of the Poison Ridge center at the west end of the in

trusive alignment and the fact that all four intrusions

contain anomalous amounts of trace elements makes the area

under the volcanic rocks to the west an interesting pros

pect for other mineralized intrusive centers.
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Fi~ure 7: Photograph of the Poison Ridge-Haystack
- Mountain-Parkview r.lountainintrusive alignment

(looking east).
Stock and Radial Dike System

As'can be seen on Plates I and II (the geologic map
and cross-sections), the stock at Poison Ridge is.the fo-
cus of a complex radial dike swarm. It is also the center
of alteration and mineralization.

The stock at Poison Ridge is elongate in shape with
dimensions at the surface of about 1100- x 2500-feet. The
long dimension is oriented northwest. The sides of the
stock are steep on the north and northwest sides. Evidence
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fo^ the steep nature of these sides is seen in drill

hole BB-25 where very numerous fragments of Middle Park For

mation occur in the quartz latite porphyry. This is the

only hole that encountered numerous fragments of Middle

Park and may indicate that the edge of the stock is nearby.

The nature of the contact on the other sides is not as well-

defined, but the topographic expression of the contact as

it crosses ridges and valleys suggests that the contact

may be outwardly dipping at generally.steep angles.

Since the present level of erosion exposes the stock

and its associated mineralization only I500- to 2000-feet

below the Rabbit Ears Volcanics and the stock may possibly

represent a sub-volcanic core that once supplied material

for the overlying volcanics (although evidence that it

vented is not present), the depth from the original surface

to the present may be between i- and 1-mile.

A radial dike system is v^rell-developed around the

stock. The dikes are composed of either quartz latite por

phyry or latite porphyry. Hov/ever, the dike of granitic

pegmatite also seemingly radiates av;ay from the stock.

Figure 8 is a simplified diagram of the dike system and an

orientation diagram, of the strikes of the dikes in the

thesis area. It is apparent that the dike system is related

to the stock possibly through doming of the Middle Park

Formation as a result of the intrusion of the stock, and

also to the regional E-V.' structure of the Rabbit Ears Range.
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Thfre are two preferred orientations of the dike system

shov/n on Figure 8. These significant deviations from the

radial pattern occur in the v/est-southwest portion of the

area. In that quadrant, the dikes tend to he arcuate or

concentric rather than radial as in the other quadrants.

This may indicate that the stock is possibly tilted tov/ards

the west-southwest with the contact in this area dipping

less steeply tov/ards the west. It should be noted that

this hypothesis suggests a tilt generally in line with the

regional alignment of intrusions and the trend of the Rab

bit Ears Range. As can be seen in Figure 8, the anomaly

caused by these concentric dikes creates NNW and ENE in

creases on the rose diagram (parallel and perpendicular to

the regional trend).

Faults and Folds

The regional lineament is represented in the area by

the Sheep Creek Fault. Its trace is in Troublesome and

Sheep Creeks and has a general trend of N 65 E. The inter

section of the Sheep Creek Fault and the Red Mountain Fault

(N 25 V/), which crosses the intrusion and offsets the

Sheep Creek Fault, possibly aided in localizing the em

placement of the stock.

Faulting in the area is dominated by a trend of K 20 W

to N ^0 W as can be seen on the geologic map. The Trouble

some Fault, Red Mountain Fault, and Poison Ridge Fault be

long to this class and all dip steeply to the southwest.
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Directions and amounts of net slip are not available from

field evidence, but apparently most of the faults are high-

angle normal or reverse. For example, the Troublesome

Fault is high-angle normal v/ith the Rabbit Ears Volcanics

on the southwest side (hanging wall) down relative to

the Kiddle Park Formation on the northeast (footwall) side

of the fault.

The Sheep Creek and Red Mountain Faults can be seen

in drill cores and hence have post-intrusion movem.ent.

However, offsets of the stock--Kiddle Park Formation con

tact could not be mapped in the field because of poor expo

sures and hence are shown as crossing the faults without

offset.

Extreme changes in the orientation of beds in the

Middle Park Formation shows that many faults and folds exist

in the area. Most of the faults are either covered or are

occupied by some of the dikes comprising the dike swarm.

Two folds mapped on the basis of bedding orientation are

shov/n on the geologic map and cross-sections and have axes

subparallel to the N 10 W fault trends. . .

Pre- and post-igneous structure in the Middle Park

Formation is not well-understood. However, as already dis

cussed, the pre-igneous regional and local control for

the emplacement of the stock and the subsequent igneous in

trusions of the dikes reflect the dominant E-V/ structural

trends. The Middle Park Formation does not exhibit a qua-

L
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quaversal dip away from the stock, but the radial dike

system is evidence that some doming of the Middle Park

Formation has occurred although the degree of doming

required to produce the radial fracture pattern is possibly

rather slight and probably occurred early in the period

of igneous activity (V.'isser, i960).

Joints

Joint diagrams for the Middle Park Formation, the

quartz latite porphyry in the stock and dikes, and the la-

tite porphyry in dikes are presented in Figure 9. There

are three prominent preferred directions of jointing in the

quartz latite porphyry dikes (Figure 9a-) • 2'he N 60 E set

of joints probably represents the influence of the principal

regional stresses during emplacement of the quartz latite

porphyry dikes. The N ̂ 5 W and almost N-S orientations may

be the complementary stress directions of the original,

principal regional stress direction or may represent the

expression of the tectonic stresses that account for the

NW topographic lineament shown on Figure 6. Figure 9b is

the joint diagram, for the Middle Park Formation. Seven

well-defined orientations are present. Three of these co

incide with the preferred orientations of joints in the

quartz latite porphyry (the N60E, N45Vtf, and NIO'.V directions)

and reflect the original stress direction during em.placemient

of the quartz latite porphyry. Other prominent trends are

E-W, N60V/, and N20E all nearly vertical and K^5E» 70SE.
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No^e of these trends are reflected in the joint diagram

for the latite porphyry (Figure 9c)• The stresses causing

these joint systems are therefore younger than the latite

porphyry. This suggests that latite porphyry dikes were

emplaced in a radial pattern around the stock after the

original E-V/ regional stresses had been relieved and

before more recent Laramide tectonism caused the E-V/, k60V/,

N20E, and N^5E joint systems.

Ground Magnetic Survey

A ground magnetometer survey of the area was done with

the simplified results shown in Figure 10. The relative

intensity map of the vertical magnetic component shows

the well-defined magnetic anomaly of the stock to be elon

gate in the E-W direction and also the anomaly on Sheep

Mountain that may be the geophysical expression of the

hornblendite that has been described earlier.
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ALTERATION AND MIIgRALIZATION

Alteration

The study of alteration in the thesis area was con

ducted in four phases. The first of these consisted of map-

alteration "types" as a part of the detailed geologic

mapping of the stock. This necessitated the development

of a set of criteria on which field identification and clas

sification could he hased.

The megascopic alteration pattern was then studied in

the laboratory during the second phase. Thin-sections were

examined in an effort to confirm the mineral assemblages

^j[-thin the megascopic alteration suites and hence to support

the type and extent of the various alteration facies in

the field.

The third phase of the alteration study involved com

parison of xr-ray diffractometer patterns of the clay miner

als in rocks from the various alteration zones with the re

sults of the field m.apping, the thin-section work, and with

^2-elem.ent emission spectrograph data. These results are

illustrated in Table 1.

The effect of alteration intensity and type on the geo-

chemical distribution of various elem.ents was studied as

the fourth phase. In addition to the emission specuro^raph

data m.entioned above, data that was available included spec

trograph results for "C-horizon" soil samples and also

spectrograph, cold-extractable copper, and atomic absorption



TABLE I: Results of emission spectrograph, atomic absorption,
and x-ray analyses of some rock samples.

I 2 3 4 5
Sample Field No. Rock Type Alteration Zone AU(O.02) Ag(0.5) Cu(5) Pb(lO) Zn(200) Mo(S) Fe(.05%) Ni(5) Co(5) c-e: Mn(IO) Ba(10) Co(.05%) ~"\gC02%)No(.2%) Sr(100) Ti(.OOI%) Sample, T2-5 QtI. Latite Po,ph. Potassic 2.10 5 5M 100 N 5 2 10 20 70 100 1M 0.15 0.5 2 500 02 I

2 25-640 "29-g,een- Porph. Argillic- Pot. 0.05 L 100 150 300 L 1.5 10 N 70 1M 2M J.6 2 ::..r"-' 0.2 2....;v'v

3 25-1690 QtI. Latite Porph. Argillic 0.17 5 700 70 N 30 1.5 15 N 100 1M 2M I 0.6 2 1M 03 ~..-

4 T4-11 QII. Lalite Porph. Argillic 0.02 N 50 150 N N I L N 50 50 5M 0.1 OA L If,! 05 4

5 T2-11 QII. Lalite Porp h . Argillic 0.05 N 70 40 N N 2 10 5 50 50 2M 0.1 C.5 r- 7:0: 02 5,., ..- ..-

6 L-2 QtI. Lalile Porph. Unaltered 0.16 N 50 40 N N 3 20 10 100 700 5M 15 C7 3 I 1.-1 05 6

7 14-15 Middle Park Fm. Propylitic 0.02 L 300 100 N 15 2 10 5 70 50 1M 0.C7 C4 2 100 0.5 7
.

8 T2-13 Latite Porphyry Propylitic 0.08 N 70 50 L L 5 30 30 100 2M 1500 2 I 7: II;, OE B~

9 T4-3 Qtl. Lalite Porph. Argillic 0.08 N 40 50 N L 3 20 5 100 1M 2M 15 I 7: 1M OOS 9~

10 T4-5 Middle Park Fm. Argill ic 003 N 40 L N N I 5 N 100 50 1M L CA L N ')5 10
II T14-1 Middle Park Fm. Argillic 0.05 N 20 50 N N 1.5 L N 50 5 70e 0.\ 03 2 200 02 II
12 T2-14 Middle Park Fm. Argillic-Pot. 0.06 N 15 10 N N 1.5 L N 20 1M 1500 I 5 CA 2 1M 02 12
13 T13-2 QII. Lalite Porph. Potass ic 0.02 N 60 100 L L 2 30 N 100 300 1M 03 I 2 700 05 13
14 T8-10 Latite Porphyry Sericitic 0.05 N 150 100 N 5 6 50 40 150 2M 5M 15 1.5 2 1M 07 14
15 T13-26 QtI. Latite Porph. Argi lIic 0.03 N 20 100 N N 2 15 10 50 2M 2M 5 I 2 1M 05 /S
16 13-4 Middle Park Fm. Argillic N 20 10 N N 0.3 L N 100 20 700 1.5 I 7: 700 06 IE~

17 . T3-3 Middle Park Fm. ArQIIlic - Pot. 0.08 N 60 30 N L 3 20 20 100 500 2M L SA L 700 0.5 17
18 T8-23 Middle Park Fm. Argillic 0.03 N 50 100 N L 5 5 5 70 2M 1M I 0.6 15 500 03 18
19 TII-3 QtI. Latite Porph. p'ropylitic 0.10 3 20 30 N N 0.1 L N 50 100 3M 0.1 as 2 500 05 13
20 TII-8 QII. Lalite Porph. Argillic- Pot. 0.06 N 20 20 N L 5 30 30 70 2M 2M 1.5 I 2 700 07 20

Notes: all values are in ppm, except Fe,Co, Mg, No, and Ti which are expressed as percent

1- Sample locations are shown on Plate m, A Iteration map. 4 - Numbers in parentheses are the lower limits of sensitivity for each element.
2 - Based on clay minerals identified by x-ray diffraction patterns of the 5 - The remaining 16 elements were determined by emission spectrograpn,

pulverized rock sample, analyzed by the author. analyzed by William A. Bowes and ASSOCiates,SteamboatSprings, Colo.
3 - Determined by the atomic absorption technique described in the

text, analyzed by the author. N =not detected L=detected, but below the limit of sensitivity M= XI03
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gold data for stream sediments and soil-profile traverses.

The detailed results of these studies are given in the

following chapter on geochemistry, but are mentioned here

because of the influence of alteration type on the distri

bution of these elements.

Field classification of alteration involved mapping

five zones. The megascopic pattern based on the results

of the field mapping is shown in Plate III. The zones i-

dentifiable in the field include, in order of increasing

alteration intensity:

1. Propvlitip alteration. Characterized by the epi-

dote-chlorite-calcite-pyrite mineral assemblage in hand-

specimens, this zone extends over half a mile av;ay from the

stock contact. Retrograde alteration has superposed this

low grade alteration suite on the inner zones described

below and the limit of propylitic alteration indicated on

Plate III ik the outer limit of the zone.

2. Argillic and Quartz-Sericite alteration. This al

teration zone includes two types that are recognizable in

the field. Poor exposures of the Middle Park Formation ne

cessitated grouping the two types together for field

mapping. In coarse-grained Middle Park Formation and in

most of the quartz latite porphyry dikes, the argillic al

teration facies is characterized by the destruction of

the feldspars to clay minerals, moderate to intense pyri-

tization, and bleaching and alteration of biotite and
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hornblende. In the fine-grained facies of the KiddIe Park
Formation, the shales and mudstones are characterized by
the quartz-sericite type of alteration. They become either
light or dark, massive and silicified, and contain ubiquitous
pyrite as clots and disseminated throughout the rock.

3. Zone of fracturin~ and silicification. This zone
ov'rlaps and includes other alteration facies that are es-
tailished by mineral assemblages. Its recognition in the
fi.ld is by intensive fracturing of the rock and by healing
of the fractures by very intense silica flooding. This type
of fracture filling by quartz first occurs in about the mid-
dl. of the argillic zone and extends to the center of the
stock as shown in Plate III. It is most recognizable in the
COlrse- and fine-grained facies of the Middle Park Formation
in the argillic and potassic zones (see Figure 11).

Figure 11: Photograph of the development of numerous
quartz veinlets in silicified, fine-grained silt-
stone of the lIf,iddlePark Formation.



4. Zone of quartz-pvrite veinlets* This zone probably

represents a more intense type of alteration than that de

scribed above. It is characterized by very intense breccia-

tion and subsequent formation of quartz and pyrite veinlets

in altered and fractured Middle Park Formation and quartz

latite porphyry dikes. Megascopically, the rock is brec-

ciated and because of weathering and oxidation of the pyrite

it is often found at the surface as a limonitic quartz

and altered host rock boxwork with all of the sulphides

oxidized.

5* Potassic alteration. The potassic alteration facies

is recognized in the field by secondary K-feldspar and/or

secondary biotite, and is associated with very intense frac

turing and veinlets of magnetite, pyrite, and chalcopyrite

with quartz and K-feldspar. The occurrence of chalcopyrite

and copper oxides at the surface at several locations along

Sheep Creek is always within the potassic alteration zone

and is in rocks of either quartz latite porphyry or horn

blende monzonite porphyry.

A summary of the results of the alteration studies at

Poison Ridge is given in Table 1. This table shows x-ray

alteration suites of clay minerals, trace-elements for

rocks from the alteration zones, and corresponding values

for gold as determined by atomic absorption. The location



of each sample is given on Plate III. The mineral assem-
•  I

blages in thin-sections are generally representative of

the various alteration zones. Hov/ever, the obvious occur

rence of propylitic assemblage minerals in the argillic and

potassic zones suggests that retrograde alteration has oc

curred.

The ratio of hornblende to biotite v/as observed to re

flect a systematic zonal pattern that changes v/ith distance

away from the center of the stock. In the hornblende mon-

zonite porphyry the hornblende to biotite ratio is between

15:1 and 5'1» while in the surrounding quartz latite por

phyry the ratio is approximately 1:1. In the peripheral

areas of the potassic and argillic alteration zones of Kid

dle Park Formation and dikes of quartz latite porphyry the

ratio is about 1:5 to 1:10 in favor of biotite rather than

hornblende.

Mineralization

Mineralization at the Poison Ridge stock is dominantly

disseminated copper with lesser amounts of molybdenum.

However, two caved adits along a dike near Sheep Creek,

approximately one-mile belov/ the stock, show galena and

sphalerite in veins with manganese m.inerals, calcite, iron

oxides in severely altered Middle Park Formation.

Figure 12 is a paragenetic diagram of the ore and as

sociated minerals at Poison Ridge plus the major periods of

silicification, pyritization, and fracturing. The most
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important events can be summarized as follows:

1. Early periods of pyritization and silicification

that are generally disseminated-type pyrite and silica-

flooding rather than fracture-fillings.

2. A period of intense fracturing of both intrusive

and sedimentary rocks in and around the stock.

3. The main period of mineralization as both dissem

inations and fracture-fillings. In general sequence, the

substages are:

(a) Magnetite and pyrite veinlets.

(b) Chalcopyrite and minor gold.

(c) Manganese and calcite (peripheral).

(d) Sphalerite and then galena contemporaneous

or slightly later than the Mn and calcite.

4. Another period of fracturing.

5« Pyrite and quartz veinlets cutting magnetite and

chalcopyrite of the main stage.

6. Minor fracturing and formation of quartz and k-

feldspar veinlets. These veinlets exhibit granophyric ex-

solution textures and indicate late alkali-rich hydro-

thermal solutions.

7. A final period of fracturing followed by sulfate

veinlet formation of primarily gypsum and anhydrite v/ith

associated molybdenite.

The metallic minerals in and around the stock exhibit

a zoning pattern somev/hat similar to the pattern of the
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alteration fades. Copper, molybdenum, and the highest

gold values occur within the potassic alteration suite and

generally in the quartz latite porphyry and hornblende mon-

zonite porphyry. Lead, zinc, and manganese occur peri

pherally to the stock in a propylitic-argillic area. The

possibility exists that the lead-zinc occurrence may be re

lated to sources other than the stock. Copper oxides and

chalcopyrite are visible at the surface in numerous out

crops on the south side of Sheep Creek for a distance of

i-mile across the intrusive center.

Drill-hole data shows that the "29-green" latite por

phyry has significantly lower copper values than adjacent

altered quartz latite porphyry and it also displays a dif

ferent, although intense, character of alteration, in

cluding severe argillic alteration, sericitization, pyri-

tization, and bleaching in an environment of potassic al

teration for the rocks which enclose it. This may indicate

that the intrusion of the "29-green*' latite porphyry may

have provided the hydrothermal fluids that resulted in the

mineralization of the stock, or the "29-green" latite por

phyry may be a dike and alteration phase caused by an in

trusive unit that is not seen at the surface or in the

drill cores. The latter possibility, that of another in

trusive and related alteration and mineralization, is being

explored by further drilling in the area.

L



I  GEOCHEKISTRY

Introduction

Geochemical investigations carried out in the Poison

Ridge area can be grouped as follows: (1) stream sedi

ment studies; (2) soil surveys; and (3) investigations of

the geochemical behavior and occurrence of gold in the

study area. Water samples were not analyzed for trace

elements. During the high runoff stage early in the sum

mer, the stream bed is relatively clean, with no flocculated

material and most of the metals probably dissolved or in

suspension in the water. Late in summer, however, the water

flows at a much lower stage and a layer of flocculent iron

minerals and other coprecipitated metals forms on the chan

nel of Sheep Creek in the actively flowing part of the stream

as well as in pools and eddies. This precipitate occurs

between the intrusion and the junction of Sheep Creek and

Troublesome Creek. The layer was observed to be 1-inch

thick in the channel adjacent to sample location T2-5 (in

dicated on Plate 111). The pH of the stream was measured

during the late summer period when the water level is low

and the maximum accumulation of the iron-rich layer is

found.

All sampling and analyses were performed by the writer

and all emission spectrograph data was furnished by William

A. Bowes.
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Statistical Treatment of the Data

The writer has chosen to present his geochemical data

by using cumulative frequency diagrams (LePeltier, I969,

p. 538-550). This graphic arrangement of data readily

shows the background and threshold values, permits easy

recognition of multiple populations, and simplifies pre

sentation of large amounts of data. A brief description

of the steps involved in the construction of a cumulative

frequency diagram is shown below:

(a) Select a population of data as large and repre

sentative as possible (i.e. — the cxCu values in the -200

mesh fraction of active stream sediment samples).

(b) Group each value into a class (usually between

15 and 25 class intervals are used).

(c) Determine the frequency for each class (this re-

in a standard, histogram—type of frequency diagram).

(d) Smooth the histogram and obtain a frequency curve.

(e) Plot the cumulative frequency from the highest

values to lowest (this enhances the high values and tends

to blend or obscure the low values belonging to the back

ground classes).

(f) Replace the arithmetic ordinate with a probability

(logarithmic) scale to develop the cumulative frequency

diagram of one or more straight lines.

On the cumulative frequency diagrams presented in this

paper, "B" represents the background value of the population
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(intersection of the line with the 50% ordinate). The

value "T" or threshold level is also readily located on

the graph at the intersection of the line with the 2.5^

ordinate. V/hen more than one straight line occurs on the

diagram, the cause of the non-homogenous distribution is

probably one of the following:

(1) an excess of high values in the population?

(2) two populations in the given data set;

(3) an excess of low values in the population.

Stream Sediments

Samples of the active, bank, and terrace gravel portions

of the streams were collected at the sample localities shov/n

on Plate IV. These samples were then analyzed for cold-ex-

tractable copper (cxCu), which involves leaching a sample

at ambient temperatures with (1+1) HCl and determining the

amount of metal colorimetrically using the reagent 2,2*

biquinoline (V/ard and others, 1963)* These data are shown

on Plate IV along with the pH data which is discussed be

low. The sensitivity of the cxCu method is about 1 ppm Cu.

The pH of the streams was measured, when the stream

sediments were collected, using a Beckman Model K portable

pH meter. The pH v/as found to range from 6.5 to 7.5 which

suggests that if copper is present in the drainage it

should be found in the stream sediments as precipitated or

adsorbed metals rather than in solution, because Cu++

begins to hydrolyze at pH>5.5 (Bloom, I966). It will be
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notjed that the pH drops slightly to 6.8 when the water in

Sheep Creek flows over the mineralized stock.

The anomalous cxCu train that begins in the mineralized

stock is about 6700 feet long before it joins Troublesome

Creek. The cxCu train in Sheep Creek is lost at the junction

with Troublesome Creek because the volume of v/ater in Trouble

some Creek is 3 to ̂  times the amount in Sheep Creek.

The background value of cxCu determined by the cumu

lative frequency diagram (Figure I3) is about 7 ppm Cu.

This represents about an 8- to 10-fold increase in the sed

iments of Sheep Creek. Figures I3 and 14 are cumulative

frequency diagrams for cxCu and "total" Cu determined by

emission spectrograph in the stream sediments. Table 2 is

a summary of the background values used in the following

sections.

Plate V shows semiquantitative emission spectrograph

data for the same stream sediment samples used in Plate IV.

In addition to Cu, values for Pb, Zn, Mo, and Ag are shov/n.

The lower limits of sensitivity for these elem.ents are

5 ppm Cu, 10 ppm Pb, 200 ppm Zn, 5 Ppm Mo, and 0.5 Ppm Ag.

The 5 ppm Mo and 200 ppm Zn sensitivities are m.uch greater

than the average background values (Hawkes and Webb, I962)

of about 2 ppm Mo and 50 Ppm Zn and hence represent ano

malies of at least 3~fold magnitude for Mo and 4-fold m.ag-

nitude for Zn when found in the stream sediments of Sheep

Creek (Plate V).
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i  A comparison of Plates IV and V indicates that ap

proximately 1055 to 20fc of the copper in the sample is being

extracted by the cold HCl digestion when compared with the

corresponding "total" copper value in the same sample as

determined by emission spectrograph. Total copper values

in unmineralized drainages when compared to the anomalous

values found in Sheep Creek yield a ratio of about 1:5*

Lead in the stream sediments does not increase in

metal content across the mineralized area. The background

value is approximately 25 ppm Pb (by visual estimation)

and does not increase even directly below outcrops of

galena-bearing veins next to Sheep Creek. This low mo

bility is possibly due to precipitation with organic matter

or coprecipitation with limonite (Hawkes and Webb, I962).

It is also suggested that emission spectrography is not the

best analytical method of analyzing stream sediments for

this purpose. Zinc in the stream sediments is not de

tected in the Troublesome Creek drainage, but is found in

3 samples (all 200 ppm Zn) immediately below the galena-

bearing veins on Sheep Creek and in one sample (300 ppm Zn)

immediately above the upstream side of the stock-Kiddle

Park Formation contact. This suggests that the zinc in

several sediment samples represents a 4-fold increase.

However, once again, emission spectrograph data is not the

most effective analytical method for zinc in stream sediments.

Kolybdenum values are markedly anomalous throughout
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the mineralized area, where many stream sediment values

range between 5 and 20 ppm Mo and show a metal train equal

in length to the cxCu train. Although it is possible that

the molybdenum is found coprecipitated with the limonitic

coating of the sediments in Sheep Creek, it may also be

present in the water. This is likely since at pH>7 molybde

num has been found in solution (Bloom, I966). However,

no water was tested for metals during this study.

Soil Surveys

The steep slopes, high precipitation as snowfall, cold

climate, and relatively thin vegetation cover in the area

have caused the development of thin and poorly-defined soil

horizons. There is an Aq-horizon or organic-rich mat that

varies from i-inch on steep slopes to 2 inches or more

under the forest cover. The A2-horizon (leached) and B-

horizon (enriched) are present, but are poorly developed

and thin. The A2-horizon is usually less than 2-inches

thick and the B-horizon is less than ̂  inches. The B-

horizon grades downward into the C-horizon (weathered bed

rock) at a depth of not more than 12 inches. Limonitic

cementation of the B- and G-horizons is quite extensive

in altered and mineralized parts of the area.

Soil sam.ples of the A2-, B-, and C-horizons were col

lected on traverses across the stock. A^-horizon samples

were collected at a depth of 1-inch, B-horizon at ̂  inches,

and C-horizon at 12 inches. Results of these traverses



ar?e shovm on Plate V and Figure 15 and 16. On Plate V,

values for Cu, Pb, Zn, and Ko in the various soil horizons

indicate that the metal distribution in the poorly-developed

soil cover is not well-defined and hence the metal content

in the various soil horizons can be compared to the results

of earlier surveys in the area that used different samp

ling techniques. The writer recognizes that by definition

a soil-horizon must show characteristic leaching or accum

ulation of elements. However, in the area studied, exten

sive slope creep, local permafrost conditions, and thin

soil thickness have masked the distribution of elements

from one horizon to another. This can also be observed

in Figures 15 and 16. One could probably collect soil

samples without concern for the exact horizon being sampled.

However, since the A- and B-horizons are so thin, there is

no difficulty in obtaining C-horizon samples.

Figures 15 and l6 are based on the same samples used

in Plate V. However, these figures permit comparison of

the geology along the traverse lines to the trace element

content of the various soil horizons. Cu, Ag, Ko, Pb, and

Fe values were determined by emission spectrograph and the

Au was analyzed by atomic absorption techniques that will

be described in a later section. Of particular importance

in this diagram is the fact that all three soil horizons

exhibit anomalous values related to the stock, and that

Cu is centered directly over the altered stock and at ohe
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quartz latite porphyry and hornblende monzonite porphyry

contact. Mo is slightly more widespread, and Ph is very

widely distributed. This zoning of the Cu, Mo, and Fb is

discussed belov/. The background to anomaly ratio for Cu

is about 1:10, Mo approximately 1:5 to 1:50, Pb about 1:^,

Ag about 1:3, and Au approximately 1:2 to 1:10. The back

ground values for these elements are shown in Table 2 and

are from Hav/kes and V/ebb (I962).

Emission spectrograph data for Cu, Pb, and Mo in soils

had been obtained during the staking of the original claim

block. This data was made available by William Bowes and

is presented in a simplified form in Figures 17, 19, and

21. All the samples were collected from the C-horizon at

depths betv/een 1 and 2 feet. Figures 18, 20, and 22 are

cumulative frequency diagrams for the Cu, Mo, and Pb geo-

chemical maps (Figures 17, 19, and 21). The background

and threshold values for each geochemical map are shown.

The maps are interesting when compared to the various al

teration zones shown on Plate III. The relationship of

Cu, Mo, and Pb to particular alteration zones is well-

defined. The Cu is confined mostly to the stock and the

potassic alteration zone; Mo occurs in the potassic and

argillic-quartz sericite zones and is slightly more v/ide-

spread than the Cu; and Pb is very widely distributed in

the argillic-propylitic zones and shoves pronounced low

directly over the mineralized stock and a Fb-high surround-
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ing the other geochemical anomalies in a "bull's-eye"

pattern.

Geochemical Distribution of Gold

Anomalous amounts of gold were found in cores from

some of the drill holes in the stock. A study of the oc

currence of the gold and its possible usefulness as a

tr&ce element for finding similar deposits was undertaken.

This study involved (1) interpretation of drill core Au-

assay data? (2) determination of Au values in stream sedi

ments, soils, and rock samples? and (3) the study of the

relationship of mineralization and alteration to the occur

rence of gold in the stock. In the following discussion,

all Au determinations v/ere made by atomic absorption and

were done by other laboratories unless noted as being done

by the writer. The atomic absorption technique used by

the writer ar^d the other laboratories is described by

Thompson and others (I968). The method involves digestion

of the sam.ple in HBr followed by extraction of the gold

bromide complex into m.ethyl isobutyl ketone (KIBK). The

I^jIBK solvent is then aspirated and read by atomic absorp

tion spectrophotometry. The instrument used by the v/riter

was a Ferkin-Elmer Kodel 303.

The spatial distribution of the Au in drill holes

was studied by plotting the gold values together v/ith

sample location on a graph of vertical elevation (ordinate)

versus horizontal distance from the center of the stock
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(abscissa). This showed no vertical or horizontal zoning

other than that the high gold values occurred with the high

copper concentrations in the potassic alteration zone and

were erratically distributed.

A cumulative frequency diagram for the population of

gold values in samples from drill holes is shown in Figure 23.

Comparison of this background value (B=0.073 ppm Au) with the

background for the rock samples analyzed by the writer in

Figure 2k (B=0.06 ppm Au) shows that the drill holes in the

potassic alteration zone have a higher gold concentration.

Thus, two distinct sample populations are represented on Fig

ures 23 and Zk, It is also important to note that both back

ground values are about 3 times the limit of sensitivity

(0.02 ppm Au) and that the background to threshold ratio is

about 1:5.

The gold values in stream sediment samples shown in

Plate VI were analyzed by the v/riter. The values for the -10
I

mesh fraction show that there are anomalous amounts of gold

in the stream channel (about a 'i—fold or greater contrast),

but the values are very erratic downstream below the stock.

Determination of the gold in the heavy-mineral fraction shows

a similar ratio (1:5), but is even more erratic than the non-

separated sediment samples. It is interesting to note that

the high gold values in the heavy mineral fraction don't cor

respond to the high values found in the -10 mesh sediment

samples. This is probably due to the likely particulate ha

bit of the gold in the stream sediments. The analyses of
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Figure 23: Cumulative frequency diagram for Gold

IN drill core samples as determined by

OTHER LABORATORIES (bY ATOMIC ABSORPTION).
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Figure 24: Cumulative frequency diagram for gold

IN THE SOIL-PROFILE TRAVERSES AND WHOLE

ROCK SAMPLES (DETERMINED BY ATOMIC

absorption).



the active, "bank, and terrace gravel sediments show that

thd gold is distributed erratically. Figure 25 is a cum

ulative frequency diagram for gold in the stream sediments.

Summary

The geochemical investigations at Poison Ridge may be

summarized as follows:

1. The geochemical train of cxCu, Cu, and Mo is 6700

feet long and appears to be lost below the junction of Sheep

and Troublesome Creeks. Anomalous values of the elements are

found in the active and bank sediments and terrace gravels of

Sheep Creek as it flows across the mineralized stock.

2. Soil traverses show that Cu, Mo, Pb, Zn, and Ag

exhibit anomalous concentrations in all soil horizons. Cu,

Mo, and Pb also show a concentric pattern that can be corre

lated with particular alteration zones surrounding the stock.

Cu is innermost in this pattern and is associated with potas-

sic alteration? Mo is slightly more widespread and is asso

ciated with potassic to argillic-quartz sericite alteration

zones? and Pb (outermost) shows distinct low values directly

over the stock and high values in the propylitic and outer

argillic-quartz sericite alteration zones.

3. Gold was not found to be effective in tracing the

mineralized stock v/hen stream sediments were used because of

its erratic distribution. The gold at Poison Ridge is appar

ently related to the chalcopyrite stage of mineralization

and the potassic alteration zone.
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Figure 25j Cumulative frequency diagram for gold

IN STREAM SEDIMENTS/ DETERMINED BY ATOMIC

ABSORPTION.



GEOLOGIC HISTORY

The geologic history of the Poison Ridge intrusive

center can be summarized as followss

1. In Paleozoic and lilesozoic time, the deposition of

possibly up to eight thousand feet of sedimentary rocks oc

curred. This includes the Cretaceous Pierre Shale Formation

which is hypothesized to lie immediately below the Kiddle

Park Formation in the area and is about five thousand feet

thick.

2. Early Laramide tectonic activity at the end of

Pierre Shale deposition in Late Cretaceous time formed a

large intermiontane basin that included the present Morth

and Kiddle Parks and was bounded on the east by the Front

Range and on the west by the Park and Gore Ranges. During

later Cretaceous and Paleocene-Eocene time, deposition in

the basin of material derived from these ranges and from
/  .

several andesitic volcanic centers (Kinney and others,

1968) formed the Middle Park Formation. This is the only

sedimentary unit that is exposed in the thesis area.

3. Later Laramide orogenic activity deformed the Kid

dle Park Formation followed by uplift and erosion in Eocene

and early Oligocene time.

k. Igneous activity in the Poison Ridge area began in

the Oligocene and extended possibly into the Kiocene. Gen

erally, early silicic igneous activity v/as followed by

basaltic igneous activity. The pyroclastic material
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and flows derived from igneous centers in the Rabbit

Ears Range covered the upland areas of exposed Middle Park

Formation in the area and are known as the Rabbit Ears Vol-

canics. The Poison Ridge intrusive center possibly is a

subvolcanic core of a volcano that once supplied material

to the accumulating volcanic pile. The location of the

stock is along a regional lineament of intrusions and at a

fault intersection. The sequence of intrusives comprising

the stock, radial dikes, and sills is as follows:

(a) Intrusion of the granitic pegmatite dike.

(b) Intrusion of the quartz latite porphyry in the

stock and dikes.

(c) Intrusion of the hornblende monzonite porphyry

that is found only in the core of the stock.

(d) Intrusion of the "29-green" latite porphyry and

the main period of mineralization and alteration of the

stock and surrounding dikes and sedimentary rocks.

(e) Intrusion of the Middle Park Formation and Rabbit

Ears Volcanics by later latite porphyry dikes and sills.

(f) Intrusion into the Rabbit Ears Volcanics of the
/

basalt plugs possibly during Pliocene time.

5. Subsequent normal and high-angle reverse faulting

has uplifted the area above some of the surrounding vol

canic rocks and erosion has removed the overlying volcanics

and left a roughly arcuate pattern of volcanics on the high

lands surrounding the stock. Faulting found in drill holes

provides evidence for post-intrusion movement of faults
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cutting the stock that are proposed to have localized the
1

original emplacement of the intrusion along regional and

local zones of weakness.
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